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ABSIRACT

A series of studies was initiated by NCEL to determine the feasibility
of constructing an equipment test machine capable of producing motions
predicted to occur in shelters exposed to nuclear weapons effects. To
establish the machine perfornance criteria, Agbabian-Jacobsen Associates
contracted to investigate the response of typical equipment support elements
to environments resultiig from weapon yields ranging from I to 20 megatons
with oveipreszurcz ranging from 15 to 500 psi. The Ralph M. Parsons Company
contracted to develop A machine concept capable of producing the criteria
motions. To establish the performance capabilities of the machine components,

* it was proposed to design and construct a Model machine using the operating
principles and critical components of the basic concept. To this end,
The Ralph H. Parsons Company performed the preliminary design of a complete
test facility with a soccimcn -apacity of 30 by 30 inches by 89 inches
high and 400 pounds weight. Cost estimates of both the full scale and the
Model machines established the feasibility of this pcoposed program.
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equipments representative of highly coupied linear and nonlinear systems,
Such fundamental parameters of motion in a shelter as peak displacement,
velocity and acceleration depend on the respective amplification ratios,
which can be accurately determined only if the shape of the waveform is
known.

Verification of the acceptability of the spectrum as a criteria of
damage potential and of the validity of sweep frequency and peak accelera-
tion tests is usually established by comparing test results with the equip-
ment response to the actual service environment. However, in this case,
unlike most other problems, no data are available on the responses of the
equipment to the actual environment for rorrelation with test results.

Because of the vital nature of the equipment to be tested, to confidently
interpret test results, it is necessary to corstruct a simulator which can
duplicate, and vary systematically, all significant input wave-form para-

-meters.

GROUND MOTIONS

To date, because of (1) the lack of an inclusive theory, (2) the
shortcomings of field instrumentation osed for measuring of ground motions,
and (3) the unpredictaoility of ground irregularities at the test sites,
there is no rational basis for pi, dicting the exact shape of the waveform
and the rime phasing of the ground motion directional components. Vever-
theless, careful review of nuclear detonations test data, with the aid of
simple one-and-two dimensional elastic theory, has identified some distinct
waveform characteristics whose ranges of magnitude can be predicted with

i fair accuracy.
St Ground motions induced by a nuclear detonation may be divided into two

! classes by virtue of the Proý_Vb that produces them:

(1) Crater-induced ground motion, resulting from the direct conversion
of the nuclear detonation energy into mechanical energy at ground zero, and

(2) Air blast.-induced ground motion, resulting from the rapidly moving
airblast wave produced from nuclear detonation.

The effects of a typical surface nuclear detonation and the relative
shhignificance of the crater-induced ,nd airblast-induced ground motions isi shown in Figure 1. Neither of the Lwo motions can be well defined in a

circle around ground zero, whose radius R is equal to approximately one
and one-half of the apparent crater radius R, because the soil in this
region is completely altered due to cratering. At a given distance from
ground zero for a surface detonation, both the crater-induced and airblast-
induced ground motions will be present. As the range from ground zero
increases, however, the crater-induced motion "is attenuated rapidly and the

airblast-induced motion becomes dominant.
Starting at distance R from ground zero, tht airblast peak overpressure,

duration and arrival time can be expressed as a function of weapon yield and
range. The strength of the airblast-induced ground shock at any point is
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deteri,ienud by the magnitude of overpressure in tht- blast wave inrnediately

above it. For large overpressures witLh long posit ive phase durations, the
biiLhck will pc'netrate some dis rances into the grounid, but blast waves which
are nearer and of shorter duratioti will be attCnua ted more rapidly. For
uniform soil condition, the principal stresses in the soil will be vertical
and about equal in magnitude to Lthe blast overpres~sure. For nonunifo~rm
soils, however, peak soil stresses may actually be. significantly higher than

the blast overpressure.
The composition of most soils is generally nomuniform Thus the seismic

velocity in the ground will vary both with depth •and range. In a layered

soil, a disturbance generated at the surface may B.Ac quickly transmitted to
a lower layer of higher seismic velocity where it will move ahead of the
wave in the surface layer. Further, refractions naid reflections from the
highei velocity wave may be transmitted back into the surface layer reaching
a given point on the surface prior to the arrival of the criginal wave.
Figure 2 shc',ws the paths of crater-induced waves annd of the airblast-
induced waves that contribute to the ground motionos at the buried protec-
tive shelter.

The phasing and arrival of the airblast wave rand the ground wave may
be divided into three regions, as shown in Figure 3. If the airblast wave
arrives at a given distance from ground zero prior- to the arrival of any
wave transmitted through the ground, the conditiom is said to be super-
seismic. This condition can occur only if the vellocity of the airblast

wave exceeds the seismic velocity of the soil and if no reflections or
refractions from the lower layers outdistance the blast wave. In the second
or trans-seismic region, the airblast and the growund wave arrive at the given
point nearly simultaneously'. in the third region, th• ground is set initially
in motion by an outrunning wave. This condition zs referred to as sub-seismic.
Thus, the motion of a particle of soil ii, a free-field around a protective
shelter is dependent on the ýAtaracteristics and phiasing of (i) the direct
airblas_ slap, '2) the outrunni-tg airblabt-inducoC waves, and (J) the crater-
induced waves.

WAVEFORMS

To simulate the nuclear detonation induced motions at the equipment
support points within a protective shelter, it wirl be necessary first to
synthesize the free-field ground motion waveform a.t the given location.
To this enui, several prediction methods based on i×perimental data have been
developed. I

Newmark has formulated a relationship for soLl particle peot' velocity,
displacement and acceleration of crater-induced ground motions due to surface
detonation In granite, and ranges at which airblas-t-overpressure is between

100 and 600 psi. Newnark's method is based onr oneŽ-dimensional elastic theory
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with scaling criteria obtained from underground detonations o- small
nuclear weapons and high explosive charges. ,

The prediction method developed by Sauer' is based upon a correlation
of field measurements at the Nc.iada Test Site and at the Pa:ific Proving
Grounds, using near-elastic sc-ling. The peak values of motion parameters
a.: tha surface are calculated first from the eqotatLOns and then attenuated
for depth by the aid of curve'• scaled for weapon yield. Using this method,
it is possible to predict grcund motions in both s:upersc'smic and subs-ismic
regions.

Several waveforms for g-:ound motion predictions have leio been developed.
Th. two most widely accept.d of such waveforms are shoiwn i- Figures 4 and
5. The waveform in Figure 4 representing a superseismic airblast-induccd
ground motion due to direct airblast slap is referred to as "Type I Pulse."
This waveform *=. been bhsed primarily on measurements made during Operation
Tumbler and in the high-pressure rcgion of the Shot Princilla. It can be
defined as an impulsivly generared decaying sinusoidal oscillation with
varying frequency. Most of the significant features uf this waveform are
relatively easy to predict at nominal depths with estimated soil properties.
Parameters such as peak acceleration, velocity and displacement, Ve~ocity
rise time, and resiJual displacement can be calculated by methods outlined
in Reference 1.

The waveform Jn Figure 5, referred to as "Type 1I Pulse," represets a
combination of a0l other ground motions including thosc due to rcfl(t ions
and refraction. This waveform was developed oy comparing the out'iuniirg

Tumbler data from which the Type I Pulse motion was subtracted, Uith the
Shot Koa data, from which the Type I motion was similarly filitd ojt. As
it consists oi many waves, the strength and phasing of each btLn, ",:,cj,
on many para'aeters, the characteristics of this compone.int oel thr gid n._ l l;ot
cannot be p-'edicted with much confidence. This fact is bornt by th L
correlatiorn between the idealized Type II waveform of Ngirc S vti.

recorded eurlng Shot Ivy - Mike, sho.wn in Figure 6. For pulpomst of this
study, th, Type IT motion is considered to have the general wavefozm given
by Sauer, modified in accordance with Newmark's| recoruerdatioCs fol peak
value

Horizontal ground moti.f, s generally are assumed to have waveforms
similAr to the vertical with peak values somewhat reduced. Newmark suggests
rati.s of horizontal to vertical motions varying from 0.3 to 1.0 depending
on ioil properties and wave phasing.

While presently it is not possible to accurately predict all of the
parameters of these waveforms, it is expected that refined computer prograi•s
for tracing wave propagation in layered media will increase the level of
confidence in predicting many of these features in the very fuLure.
The availability of a machine to systematically vary these parameters will
provide a means for evaluating the importance of the variations, and possibly,
of eliminating the need for clearer defining some of them.
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SOlL-S'IRLCIURL INI£tACI Oi•

The problem of determining Mot ions of underground protective-shelter
structuCe produced by engulfing free-field ground motions havc proven to
be extremely difficult. At first approxiti'~ttion, however, it can be assumed
soil-structure interaction has no sig:iificant influence on either the
spectra, nor on the motion waveforms transmitted to the interior of an
underground shelter. This assumption is based oi the results of numerous
field experimenLs. In the case where motion was transmitted only by the
ground without additional airblast effects, such as in the case of the
PloN.shale Experiment, no ditterence between motion measured in the ground
and on the structure was observed. In the case where the structural speci-
men were directly subjected to the airblast, as in the Buster-Jungle Tests,
no conclusive evidence was found that foundation movements it, the ground
influenced the structural response to any great extent.

AIRBLAST EFI'ECTS

There is one further source of motion to which equipment in a protective-
shelter may be exposed. Aboveground porticns of some shelters must bear the
full brunt of the nuclear detonation airbiast. The airblast will tend to
move the shelter horizontally and at the same time, press it into the soil.
This type of motion is referred to as the "airblast-induced rigid-body
response of the structure." Bending and shearing of the abovegrou.nd
portion of the shelter can also be expected as the result of high surface
wind velocities. In addition, local deformations of exposed portions of

the shelter structure must be anticipated dde to overpressure in the airblast
wave.

SHELTER RESPONSE

The free-field ground motion in all cases will be modified by the
dynamic response of the protective shelter structure. The shv'lter structure
in general tends to attenuate the high-frequency components of the free-
field motion in certain ratios designated as "influence coefficients." If
the equipment is mounted on a flexible structurai support within tha
shelter, the oscillations of the support in its characteristic modes,
similar to those shown in Figure 7, will alter the modified free-field
ground motion at the support points of the equipment, with possibility of
amplification of the motion at the resonance frequencies of the support
elements.

The waveform of the motion at the equipment support points in an under-
ground shelter might be considered for all practical purposes to comprise
three components:



1. The regular pulse indu)ced by direct. ,irblast -;lap.
2. The quasi-oscillatory Motioni intiroduced by the ibatiduc

outrunning seismic wave, and
*3. The oscillatory motionl charaCturizing the elastic cquillilwilL supportA

members.
The detailed nature of cacti of these componenLs is a function of many

*inz:,zndoi:ý para.-eiters, an-I thzý test LOhl. ~osi'mJIlCt the comIIpirLC
motion most be capable of generating& independent~ly each of these Componenit.r
in any debircd fcnrm, ratio and phasing.

GROU'ND MOTION SILIDY

To establish the output enve1ope for the proposed siMU'lator at NCEL,
a study of ground Motions and tLrn response of equipment in protective

* shelters was completed by Agbabian-Jacobsen Associates (AJA) under contract
3NBy-62198 with the Laboratory. The study considers nuclear detonation

Ind3uced motion inputs to five typical items of equipment-, listed in Tablc
1. The equipment was assumed to be mounted either at the lowestb horizontal
level or on the side in six typical shelters as shown in Figures 8 and 9.
For analytical purpose, equipment was considered to consist of idcialzýed

sirigle-degree-of-freedom systems. Hlomogenous soils and two typCS of layered
* soils, shown in Figure 10 were considered. The Shelters were located at

points where airblast overpressures induced by weapon yields of 1 to 20
megatons ranged from 15 to 500 psi.

The shock motion at the equipment suppart points was evaluated in terms
of shock response spectra and a qualitative description Of velocity tiime
histories.

The analysis inclu-2ed the fal:ninnc ztcps:
1. A prelimfniedry structural design of the six shelters was performed

to est-ablish approximate stiffness aj~d mass characteristics of each structure.
2. The peak free-field ground motion intensities were calc,ýIated for thr

direct: airt'last slap at all specified conditions over a range of depths
underground in which each structure was located.

3. The air.-slap induced seismic motions were considerr-dl by cnlculating
arrival time of refracted and reflected waves. The peak intensities were
related to the peak intensities of the direct airbiaSt Slap mpotion.

4. The velocity-time history chiaracteristics, for the motion defined
in Step 2, wcre based on the compatibility of acceleration, 'Velocity and
displace-ment.

5. The velocity-time history for the motion calculated in Step 3 was
assumed to be an initially upward Type 13 iulSe with time charactc-ristic3
empirically related to flield LebL dati-..
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6. The peak d i s plac ceen t yevc I L iy anld a cc e I era ion ait the crit icalI
w.all and I J 002 equipm'nent sllppoiL.IS illU~cý' by tilt, aith las't illipac t onl above-
gi, 00111  S Ii I C I s IL W L -Lt C ' I (u 1 a tI' .d

7 .Thle peek 111t ions' ctl Cu] a ted(. in St eps 2 , 3 and 6 werLt combint J as
a oi5 1 e KCI -1(.U Ial tau Inot ion imparted Lo caCil shelter -itructure by taking the
Sqtiarc root of thi Sini ou f the ,;quireS Of each pVeak Value.

8. The0 f lex hi 1 i y Of thle St12d're('- WaS eoniskiden d in assessing thle
input tou the equipmtent . Thle wal1, or loo01 SUpport fag Lli cequ iptncnt Was

Modeled LO a s itilc-nuass-sprinjg s1ysct C.1 with thle equ ipeiit anld at tachment
as a Seconld mlass-spring6 system. Thec equipmnent mass was found to be snail I
with L~~ o the muss Of supportinog cei csw t s. Thierefore, the response
Of suppolrtnr Clug lementLs was calculate,-, assumtint a single degiece-of-freedom
system, using a shiock-spectra response enIvClope.

9. The res ponise calcul ated in Stclp 8 became tlic itiput to the equipment.
and was used to obtain ruodificd shock spectra describing rcsponse of thle

The study, concludes that thle simiulator must- be capable of producing,
simultaneously in tile vertical and i.orizontal direccL.ons, two types of
mot ion:

1. A velocity jumip simnilar to Typeý I Pulse combinied with 3 or 4 cycles
of alternatin6 miotion sirailat to Typt. 11 Pulse, and

2. A quasi- steady' vibration with a frequency range of approximately 5
to 500 cps. Combination of the Type I and Type 11 waveformis should be
possible -in any) manner that ;esýult a in peak miot-ion va]lueS less than or equal
to the maxima shown in Figure 11.

FAC111NL PE:RFORMANCE GKYlIL-lA

Thle initial perforimance criteria fOr- thle test liLdldclln were developed
from the repainted results of the ground mot ion study'.4 Subsequent to the
publication of the, repc'rt, AdA ccondu~ct'-, a refi~u,~ andlyssls based or. a
recently developed computer program which incorporat es one-dimensional
dynami- st-ress wave propogation theory in, layered, damped media. This

analysis (1) identified structures 3, 54, and "u as critical cases, and, (2)
reduce(' the peak mot~ion requiremten ts. Thle revised miachinie performnaace

criteria dlevcioced ' i this subseque-it analysis are sunumlarized below.

Max im-., specimen weight 1,500 lb

MaX imuIM specimenC size 6 ft x 6 ft. x 7.5 ft high
Max fmum acceleration 146 g's vertical -- 133 g's horizont-al
Maxmu I LMVelocity 198 ips vertical -- 108 ips horizontal
Max imum displacemni,.t 46 in. vertical -- 16 in. horizontal

Maximum frequency 600 cps desired -- 200 cps acceptable

7
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nforceartises. utu. 1I rtmlre :7 tiirlao motis ULb i1, (Ct Lhz Cs2 t it c ¾

uimultaneously in vertical and horizontal direct ,oirs , Incerporat ingý aIlI
frequency componients with in the full range of' the anic icIpatcd haoI'wid tir
Also, the Ltime hist~or ieb of tire rmot i ons mui~t be iadjUot.d1a' IQ throughlout- ti('
established range. of uave form parramw ers. It is Lvi deii Zhat- such a riachine
will represent an advancemrent. in the stateC Of the art. of shocl- tcs rLing. On
the other hand, if feasibility is to bc clearly cs tab] islicd , it. nrwint bu
des igned Only' of provel. componvints and MLat rials anu; const rut-Lutd by provven
techniques.

The difficulty of aclileving performranc'e spccificat ionr of this r'iagni-
tube has discouraged, in the past , thec devclopnment of grounrd mot ion wave-
form simulators. So far as is known, only one teSting machine has cvcr been
constructed to simiulate a nuclear ground shock wavcform Thins irachri,*c,
ins tailed at tihe Air Force Spec ial v~fapons,, Centeri , Kilt tind Air For(Ce basC,
New Mexico, was dcsig:v-d specifically to generate one type of motion, a
Type I waveformr. Flight variations canl be made ir tire Strength of the shock,
but ranges Of adjoo~tabili ty are narrow, Folt tirr, tht rnachitic lzicks the
capability to simulate the Type 11 ground Shock cormponlents.

FLASIBlITY STUDY

To determine the f'.as ibil ity of a simulator Of tlic type under coos idcra-
tion, a study w 's undertaken by The Palph M. Parsons Co-mptary for NICEL under
contract NBy-62201. The study was divided int-C two phases: (1) an1 evaluation
ot existing, and prcposed machine conctepi-, arid (11) a picliminary design 01.
a complete test faciliity based onl the maost prorinisi:i6 r.-chl~ie c oncept.

CCJNCEPT EVALUATiCN-

The evaluation of the machirr.- conce.pts was separated into two relatively
i~ependent. areas, power generacr~tl and kinemia ,ics.6  Detailed investigation
into the possible types of motici' generators revealed th&t tire required
motions arc beyond the limit-S of currently available closed looip (conitinuous
control) 6ctuator systenms, and that open loop syst-cms do not have the desired
versatility. It was concludeti, tirereforc, that a combination and open ioo'p-

clos:ed loop system concept ý,-,uld be necessary T.0 genrerate tire spec ified
motions. The major kinematic .concerns were th~it the machine be able to

poietwo independent degrees of freedrim, tiansmit. undi5ctorted hicfirrery



nwo Ii ) Isnq n t 11 tha t !it 1ýc, 1.:ri .l A1 "110ise-" duc t, 0 11C.1 i 1 01 o Cl WCC he .1 l m i M1i;m:

Yu r L I i r, t hc s,' tud y i lid 'k l I d t hat, .11L lt;h, 11.i 110 ::i ,j, 10) iq' 01: MC'le c t s bcyoll i h, It,
c ur cliiI st a C c• o f (lht a t in th 11C on s t Iu,-t io: of (tilk s iul'Ia tor , thle c 01nCQepts
env Is-aged i tvolvcd c c ita in con-loit iint s and con f iguratLi ons whlose; per forila1ice c1

ck l]d best be cstal 1i)Vhe by 1C exp lIVeIt. To thIiis.1 eid , Lh IIC CLliLtLruý:ttI ul of a
f U 11-s ca I ( isim l a,1t,-r Wo U Id b e p tt c . d 1b y f .1l'r i a t i ol and t es tL o f a s ila l lIeC I

malchine or 'Nodcl( , as it was dvesij;nated, empiloyin•"th sa e p ti peS f
o-peratioll. t- piin _ _ of

The smlet tllmlhince would be cap-ý!tlt Of test ing vrhll i~cla[ •l] and( r-]ectriica]
equipme t and shIock i solati On 1':y (--Lt(-ll fol U.-.cL int c rJ'ti t ita c o r-ut [•.l l O S i itit l
facilitie's. Af tcv V' I e i ficat On, till Modul coonplou nts couId cit ht-r be |

I

Inlcorporated ill Lte fUl I-SCZalC sim-ulat or, or thle Nodel COUld bc trutained
i.,tact a,, a rI' -UeIrCh L-1)1 .

This courst wab adopted and tL, eC performan1ce criter ia anL-1du-d as fol lows:

Maximum specimen W,.ight 4•00 lbs
Maxii-,,m specimen :ýize 2.5 ft x 2.5 ft x 7.5 ft
Maximum displacement 24 in. vertical

8 in., horieaontal

The ranges of we~apo-n yields; -nd overpressure's that couid be simulated
by a machine built to, Ole inlitial pc.rfori-ance crite-ria alit th4ý effect of
displaccT-.in, criteria rcdiction is sho%ýa inl Figlures 12, 13 and 14. It
can be seen that only the rouges for sail profile (a) are affected. Th is

is not consýidered a serious Ilimitat ion.

OPERATING PURNCIPILE

The operatiiig principle of the concept is shown onl Figure 15. The
Iiy,•ralli Zcr,;',- •-, '15,ue ro Intro-:•uce the sai-i of all L[he low frequency'
components of the desired motion. The impacting device, also hydraulic
servo cont.rolled, is preset to impact With the moving test platform at the
proper time intervals. gencrating the higýh frequency pulses needed to co~mplete
the direct airblast-induced and outrunning motions. If significant struc-
tural responses occur at frequencies, higher thin the limliting frequency of
the servo, elastic ele.aientsz of the proper characteristic may be inserted
betwe'ten the platform and the test specimen.

As the servo wohich drives the impacting device is a low4 frequency
element, and a finite time is required for the impacting hicad to reach
the desired impact velocity', there is z. minintum time interval betweeCn
successive impacts. Hlow'ever, t.:e limit-ing intervals are muL1h shiorter thanh

those typical of the outrunning motiton. f

9!
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN

The preliminary design phase of the feasibility study involved the
design of a complete test facility including tl'a basic machine, its support-
Ing features such as data recording instrumentation, foundation and building,
a performance evaluation and the cost and time estimates. A summaxy of the
results of the study, as reported by The Ralph M. Parsons Company, are
presented in the following sections. 7

MACHINE ELEMENTS

Ahe basic machine consists of three subsystems: structural, hydraulic

and control. The ability of the structural elements to transmit the
motions, undistorted, is determineu principally by their natural frequencies,
a function of rigidity and weight. High structural weight, however, increases
the load on the hydraulic power system. A high tare load on the hydraulic
system, in turn, affects its ability to respond to control system signals.

Thus, to obtain optimum machine performance, the basic machine elements were
designed for maximum rigidity with minimum weight.

Friction losses and clearance noise were also items of concern. Moderate
amounts of friction in the mechanisms are not critical as tie force outputs
are much higher than the friction forces. However, friction losses do
represent nonlinearities in the system and can cause !nstabil'ty in servo-
controlled feedback. Nominal clearances can become the sources o: considerable
output noise.

.'rRUC7URAL SUBSYSTEM

'mne structural subsystem consists of the platform, the vertical and
horizcntal load transmitting elements, and the guidance mechanisms. These

elements are shown in Figures l6 17 and 18.
The platform, made of a magnesium alloy casting, provides the load

application and specimen attachment points. Its area is determined by the
maximum specimen size and is limited by the natural frequency requirements.
At the bottom of the platform are three sets of dovetail plates which,
with the roller way bearings mounted on the vertical base frame, provide the
horizontal guidance for the platform. This guidance mechanism also trans-
mits the vertical load from the base frame to the platform. A similar
arrangement I.s provided on one side of the platform so its vertical motion
ii guided by the horizontal base frame. The horizontal load Is also trans-
mitted from the base frame through the guidance mechanism to the platform.

The load transmitting elements include two independent sets: vertical
and horizontal. Each set consists of the hydraulic actuators and the
mechanical linkages that apply the load to the platform. The vertical

10
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load transmitting system consists of the vertical base frame, the vertical
impact frame, and the vertical hydraulic actuaLors. The vertical base

frame serves to transmit the force from the main hydraulic actuator and
impact device to the platform. It also provides a base for the horizontal

guidance of the platform. The frame is connected in the center section to

the main actuator on the bottom and to the main platform on the top. Four
webs extending from the center section connect with four impact blocks which
are guided vertically by four rods through ball bushing bearings. The
vertical impact decelerators are attached to the impact blocks and are
arranged so that: they are impacted by the vertical impact frame in either

the upward or the downward direction. Again, because of weight and
rigidity consideraton-s, the vertical base frame is made of a magnesium

alloy casting.
When the platform is in an off-center position r the specimen center

of gravity does not coincide with the vertical main actuator center line,
a moment is produced. This moment is reacted by the foundation through
the guidance rods of the vertical base frame.

The frame of the vertical Impact device is supported by two impact
hydraulic actuators. The frame, made of aluminum alloy, connects each
Impact actuator to a steel impact head assembly which also slides or, the
vertical guidance rods. The two impact heads are connected physically by

two aluminum beams to insure theiy travel together. The vertical impact
frame is designed so that it can be easily disassembled and the impact

actuators connected directly to the base frame. By this means, the total
performance capability of the low frequency shock in the vertical direction r

can be increased.
There is one vertical main hydraulic actuator and two vertical impact:

hydraulic actuators. The main actuator is driven by a 1,001 gpin hydraulic
servo valve. A single 1,00D gpm hydraulic servo valve is used to drive

both impact actuators. One 80 gpm compensating hydraulic servo valve is
also attached to one of the impact actuators as a mcars for adjusting the

rclativ. psition of the two vertical impact frames. To achieve good
dynamic efficiency, the vertical actuaLors are baoed directly on the founda-

tion. The actuator columns are made of aluminum alloy with hard anodized
surface, providing excellent wear properties at minimum weight.

The horizontal load transmitting system also consists of a base frame,
impact frame and hydraulic actuators. The base frame, a box-like structure

of welded magnesium alloy tooling plate, performs the same function as
the vertical base frame, but in the horizontal direction, Its front face
provides an attachment for guiding the main platform in the vertical
direction. The horizontal impact decelerators are mounted on the inside
surfaces of the box structure. The impact shock is transmitted from the

'
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back surface of the base frame to front through four steel rods which also.
serve as guides for the horizontal impact frame.The steel horizontal impact frame is attached at its center to the
horiiontal impact hydraulic actuator and is guided at its corners by the
four steel rods specified above. Plates are provided on both the front
and rear faces at the points of impact with the horizontal base frame.

In the horizontal direction, the main hydraulic actuator and the
impact hydraulic actuator are mounted in tandem. The piston rod of the
main actuator goes through the hollow piston and rod of the impact actuator
and the impact frame, and connects to the base frame. The impact frame
is connected directly to the impact actuator column. Each actuator is
driven by two 200 gpm hydraulic servo valves ganged to function as a
single unit.

Guidance mechanisms are used to react bending moments on the platform
due to off-center loading. In this application, they also serve as load
carrying elements. The methods employed to guide the main platform were
described previously. The "Roller Way" bearing, manufactured by Beaver
Precision Products Incorporated, was specified as the primary platform
guiding element because it has a high load carrying capacity, close dimen-
sional tolerances and it can be preloaded to eliminate clearance. For
secondary guidance where no load is.transmitted, the ball bushing bearing,
manufactured by Thomson Industries, Inc., was selected. This bearing has
diametrical clearance of less than one thousandth of an inch. Very close
tolerances in the guidance mechanism demands precise control of the
dimensions of the simulator parts. To minimize the machining cost, shims
will be used during the assembly and alignment of the machine.

HYDRAULIC SUBSYSTEM

The hydraulic subsystem provides the power input to the machine.
Electrical energy is converted, through a motor pump set, to high pressure
hydraulic fluid. The high pressure fluid, in turn, is stored in accumulator
tanks until released by a servo control valve to drive an actuator piston.
All the components of the subsystem are commercially available items designed
to operate with MIL-5606 hydraulic fluid at 3,000 psi and 100 degrees F.

A 50 gpm, variable volume, pressure compensated type hydraulic pump,
driven by a 100 horsepower motor, is sized to charge the accumulators in
1k minutes while compensating for leakage flow through the servo valves.
The pump and motor are mounted on a 100 gallon reservoir fitted with a
suction filter.

The 30 gallons fluid capacity of the accumulator bank provides for a
maximum travel of six times the full actuator piston stroke displacement
during a test. To achieve rapid system response, bladder type transfer

12
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accumulators are used. The accumulators' gas chambers are connected to
a 40 cubic foot high pressure gas tank to minimize adiabadic expansion
pressure drop. Identical fluid capacity low pressure surge accumulator
tanks are located on the return side of the system.

The most critical element in the hydraulic subsystem is the servo
valve. A- previously stated, there are seven of these valves, two 1,000
gpm and one 80 gpm rated for the vertical motion and four 200 gpm rated for
the horizontal. Each utilizes a low voltage electrical signal from the
control system to regulate the direction and rate of flow of the fluid,
thereby regulating the hydraulic system power input. The performance of
these valves limits the performance capability of the complete simulator.
The servo valve performance characteristics on which the preliminary
design is based, therefore, are presented in the section on machine per-
formance. As their performance Is very sensitive to fluid contamination,
a 10 micron filter is provided at the inlet to each servo valve. A hydraulic
fluid cooler, safety 'alves, isolating valves, and miscellaneous fittings
complete the hydraulic system equipment list.

CONTROL SUBSYSTEM

The function of the control subsystem is to control the motion of
specimen mounting platform by regulating the hydraulic system power input
to the machine. It was designed, therefore, to have a high degree of
operational stability and reliability, and to have adequate features
to minimize machine damage due to component failure or incorrect control
input. The complete subsystem ccnsists of an inpuz unit and five hydraulic
control units, three for vertical motion and two for horizontal.

The test program input to the machine consists of a four-track
pre-recorded magn,-tic tape with an analog output in the form of velocity-
time function. The channels are recorded and played back simultaneously
to assure synchronization. The channels (tracks) are:

1. horizontal impact
2. horizontal platform motion
3. vertical platform notion
4. vertical impact

The output of the four read amplifiers a;-e cornditioned for direct input to
the control subsystems. Ine vertical and horizontal platform motion
signals drive thu main actuators and the impact actuators. The impact
signals are super.irnposed on the platform motion signals to the impact
actuators. Thus the primary motion of the platform is followed by the
impactors and the impact is effected by adding or subtracting from this
motion.

13
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TI'e basic platform vertical control system consists of the 1,000 gpm
servo valve, the main hydraulic actuator and a linear variable differential
transducer (LVDT). The servo valve drives the hydraulic actuator to
psoduce the output motion at the platform. ThE LVDT, with a range of +12
inches, measures and converts the output platform motion to an electri~cal
feedback signal. The difference between the feedback and input signals
is used to drive the servo valve. Electronic position limiting ensures
that a unit malfunction and/or incorrect input does not overdrive the

machine.
The relative positional accuracy required of the two impact actuators

magnifies 'the complixity of their control systems. The two actuators rnust
act as a single input and must maintain the same position, prior to impact,

with relation to the platform. This is accomplished by using a single
1,000 gprn servo valve for both actuators. Two 412 inch LVDT's are used
in parallel to provide the gross position feedback control.

By comparing the feedback s.gnal of these two transducers, any
positional error between the two impactors is detected. This relative
displacement error is used as the input to a supplemental 80 gpm servo
valve connected in parallel with the 1,000 gpm output to one impact actuator
only. Four 1-inch transducers are mounted on the impactors so as to measure

the final inch of upward or downward travel relative to the platform. The
output of the transducers is compared and any difference is used as an
error feedback signal to the 80 gpm servo valve. The positional error is

thereby reduced to about 0.002 inches.
These subsystems provide the degree of differential correction

required for vertical impact input to the platform. T16ey do, how.ever, add
a requirement for special feedback control electronics and make the align-
ment calibration to the test machine a major pretest operation.

The horizontal conitrol subsystems are similar, but not as complex as
the vertical. The ganging of two 200 gpm servo valves to provide the
input to each horizontal actuator does not introduce any significant problems.

As with the hydraulic system, to insure reliability, the control system
is designed using commercially available components. However, the feedback
control unit and the feedback transducers will require special fabrication.
The +12 inch trensducers, while within the state of the art, are longer
than commercially available "off-the-shelf" units. The one inch fine
position transducers will require special mounts to operate in their impact
envirunment.

MACHINE PERFORMANCE

The performance cap .LL 'ty of the simulator" is defined by the ttrerigtl
of the motions applied t3 "he test specimen an6 by the accuracy w.ith which
these motions compare with the predicted service euvironment. The :actors
which play a major role in machine performance are the power and frequency
limitations of the actuators, the capability of the control system to
detect and to correct errors, and the amount of distortion introduced by

the hydraulic fluid and the mechanical elements of the system.
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The performance characteristics of three major elements, the actuators, f
the controls, and the elastic components of the machinewere estimated and
the capability of the entire assembly compared with the design criteria.
As previously stated, the most critical elements of the machine are the
servo valves. The performance evaluation of the hydraulic actuators and
of the closed-loop response of the simulator were based on the limited
engineering and performance data supplied by the Pegasus Laboratories, Inc.,
a principal manufacturer of high flow rate, rapid response servo valves.

The performance of the actuator can be specified by its Ability to
drive a rigid mass in a sinusoidal vibration or to produce a half sine
acceleration pulse. Figures 19 and 20 show the performance limitation of
the vertical and horizontal actuators to produce a sinusoidal vibration on
a 400 lb specimen. The lower lines show the performance of each main
actuator alone, while the combined effect of the riain acLuator and the
impact actuator with the impact frame removed is shown by t':z ueper lines.
Similarly, the performance limitation of the vertical and the horizontal
actuators to produce a half sine shock pulse are shown in Figures 21 and
22. It can be seen that the performance of the closed-lcop, servo-controlled
hydraulic actuators is limited to motions with relatively low frequency
and acceleration.

For motions with higher frequency and acceleratiorn, the impact method
must be used. The frequency of an impact pulse is a function of the stiff-
ness of the decelerator. The generation of a partictlar pulse frequency
depends on the selection of the proper size and material to achieve the
required decelerator pad stiffness. Once the frequancy of the puls. is
fixed, the pulse magnitude is strictly a function .f the relative impact
velocity. The pulse magnitude and the deceleratoi, size determine the
maximum stress in the dC1eU rdLUL. Tnis stress should be kept within the
linear, elastic region of the decelerator material if a half sine type
shock pulse is to be produced. For high frequency, high acceleration pulses,
hard rubber and plastics have been found to be the most suitable materials.

The motions at the main platform will be the same as the actuator
output only if the load transmitting elements are infinitely rigid. Since
this is not possible, some distortion of the output will always be present.
The magnitude of the distortion is a functiun of the ratio of the lowest
natural frequency of the transmission path elements to the highest input
frequency. The maximum input frequencies will be about 50 cps at the
attachment of the main actuator.& %"Low fiequency system) and 200 cps at the
point of impact on the main platform (high frequency system). - imat-s
predict a probable minimum frequency of about 750 cps in both tt- rci.al
and horizontal base frames. With a frequency ratio of 15, the di:ýLortion
in the low frequency system output will be fairly low, with residual
oscillations of less than two percent. Similarly, the frequency ratio for =

impacts of 3-3/4 is considered acceptable for minimum distortion.
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During impact, both in the vertical and horizontal directions, the
motion of the base frame is resisted by the main hydraulic actuators which
are low frequency elements of about 50 cpb. Some of the 50 cycle osciLla-
tion will appear at the table as distortion. However, once the characLer-
ist1cs of the machine during the impact are determined by calibration, the
impact pulse can be modified so that, together with the distortion, the
proper shock pulse is achieved. Also, the compressional flexibility of
the base frames will generate residual oscillations. Although these
oscillations will be at a frequency above the range of interest, they do
conrtitute an unwanted environment,

In Figures 23 and 24, the maximum motions which can be generated by
the Shock Simulator are shown and compared with the criteria. Except for
d4 splacement where a reductiun was made for the Model, it is seen that the
machine capability exceeds the criteria requirements.

Two vital consieerations in evaluating the machine performance and
its suitabilit- fur acquiring useful data are its accuracy in simulating
the desired w*,0efArm and in repeating the test environment. As the servo
system is the basic component both in the low frequency and in the impact
modes, and as only preliminary estimates of the servo valve perforrances
are available, the accuLacy and repeatability can only be estimated at this
time.

The low-frequency system comprising just the hydraulic servos wiLthuut
impact poses no unusual problems And is typical of many (although smaller)
systems now in service. It is estimrated that by careful calibration, the
repeatability of the Simulator during closed-loop servo controlled operation
can be held to !5 percent.

It is estimated that the pulse shape due to impact alone can be closely
controlled. Again, however, the response of the servo actuator system
during impact and its inter-relationship with the impact mode is dependent
on the high frequency capability of the servo system and on the inure
complex control network which is required. As noted earlier, by careful
calibration and adjustment many of these effects can be minimized or even
eliminated. However, as a basis for comparison, it is estimated that the
repeatability of the impact mode will be on the order of +10 percent.

DATA ACQUISITION AND RECORDING

The design of the data acquisition and recording system does not present
problems of the same magnitude as the develoFment of the actual machine.
The measurement instruments and the data recording methodology required are
well within the state of the art. The developed data system is capable of
measuring performance of the test machine, responses of the test specimen,
and performance of the specimen under test conditions. It is a direct
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digital recording system which is compatible in format and message content
with the NCEL IBM data reduction system. All the components may be procured
on an "off-tlic-shclf" basis from many vendors. Sufficient transducers bre
included to acquire the following data:

- Platform motion in two axes
SSpecimen response in three axes
- Specimen functional operation
- Machine operation

Intermediate steps between the transducer and recording system include
signal conditioning to normalize the data, excitation as necessary, and
conversion of the data form. As the output varies with the type of trans-
ducer, and as the input to the analog-digital converter must be of standard
level, amplification and some filtering is required.

The output of the initial system is digital data recorded on ½-inch
IBM compatible tape, Data evaluation is accomplished through use of the
NCEL 1620 computer system. Although "quick look" ddta are not required,
a dual trace oscilloscope is required for monitoring the operation of the
machine.

The data system is completely modular and can be expanded both in
scope and capability. Conversion of the data input to determine other
parameters can be accomplished automatically with little additional equip-
ment. The signal conditioning equipmcnt can include an integration,
double integration, or differentiation function. This would permit direct
recording of the parameter that is to be analyzed such as real time evalua-
tion of velocities. In addition, the following equipment will eventually
be added:

- alpha numeric, single channel readout capability
- 10 channel oscillograph, 500 cps response
- 2 axis high speed camera system

The use of off-the-shelf components with proven performance records
will assure reliability. Further, to obtain a total system performance
guarantee, it is planned to procure the data acquisition and recording
system on a total system basis.

FOUNDATION AND BUILDING

The performance evaluation of the simulator was based on the assumption
that the machine would be supported by a rigid uonbunded mass. The effect
of flexibility or resilience of the foundation will be to increase platform
motion distortion. The design of the foundation, therefore, is an important
component of the complete facility.
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The foundation design, based on data derived from soil borings at
the proposed site, consists of a concrete mat foundation supported by a
3-foot thick compacted gravel fill pad located 7 feet below grade.

The weight of the foundation is estimated at 206,000 pounds, while
the' backfill directly above the mat is about 226,000 pounds. Using these
weights, conservative estimates predict peak motions at the actuator support
points will be approximately 0.10 inches vertically and 0.024 inches
horizontally. These motions will decay very rapidly, of course, due to the
high damping between the foundation and the sand.

To protect the machine, its controls and its instrumentation from the
salt spray and sand common to the proposed site, a small sealed building
was designed to house the equipment. The 30- x 50-foot shet. metal building
contains a concrete wall between the control and test areas to protect
personnel from shrapnel.

FEAS I B ILI7

Figure 25 presents an estimate of the time required to complete the
detail engineering design, to verify by experiment the performanLce of
certain critical items, to fabricate the Model Simulator, its accessories

* and housing, and to calibrate the completed assembly. It is estimated
that the design through installation of the 1,500-pound capacity machine
will, require 24 months.

Estimates of the cost of designing, fabricating, and installing the
400-pound and 1,500-pound capacity Simulator, exclusive of cost of progo'am
administration, are given in Table 2. These costs include only those
associated with installing the equipment and demonstrating its capability
to meet the performance specification. The engineering effort includes
drafting the experimental program, observation of the tests and reduction
and interpretation of the data, but does not include the costs of the test
gear, nor performing the tests.

I1 should be noted that there are several areas where equipment
common to both systems is included in both cost estimates. If the Model
machine would continue to b! used after the 1,500-pound machine was put into
operation, by ,:sing instruirmntation already available at the Model, a saving
of about $70,000 could be made in the cost of the 1,500-pound machine, a'id
at the same time, the added instrumentation presentation equipment would
be available for both systems. If, on the other hand, the Model machine were
dismantled and its compon'nts incorporated into the full size machine, the
cost of the 1,500-pound michine would be reduced by approximately $100,000.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMHENDATIONS

On the basis of this preliminary design analysis, it is believed
that the construction of a test machine to generate a wide variety of
programmed motions similar to those predicted to occur in elastic structures
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exposed t,. nuclear blast-induced ground shock is feasible and can be
accomplished by tile use of proven compuncnt s. Machine outputs simulating

a wide varicty' of direcCI airblast-induccd and outiunning iooL ions and their
combination,,. can be achieved throughout a range wnich encompasses many
facilities of intcrest, 1To generate these motions, however, the machine
must incorporate these significant features:

1. Independent vertical and horizontal motions
2. Infinite variability in low frequency waveforms with moderate

accelerations
3. Superposition of high frequency high acceleratLi3n puises as

desired
4. Pulses to be either positive or negative

The advantages to be gained by th,- availability of such a machine
considered to be of vital importance to the hardened facility programs are:
First, the machine will provide a research tool for validating the current
testing techniques. By varying waveform but maintaining essentially the
same response spectrum, the error in accepting the spectrum as a criteria
of damage potential can be evaluated quantitatively for a wide variety of
equipment now in use in hardened facilities, Similarly, the acceptability
o1 the sweep frequency test and the error involved in introducing vertical
and horizontal shocks indepenidently can be determined. In this manner,
standardization of shelter equipmrnnt test techniques can be establisheu.
Second, by virtue of its flexibility of output, the machine can be used as
a means for upgrading equipment, investigating the feasibility of various
types of shock isolators, optimizing their transmissibility and damping
characteristics, and developing individual equipment and personnel hardening
criLeria. Further, the machine will be the only one in existence which can
be used to proof test beyond the limit of doubt all types of equipment with
or without the isolating elements for installation in critical facilities.
In sun-c.Laiy, it is believed that a strong need exists for a machine with these
features, and that the concept, as described, is entirely feasible. There-
fore, it is recommended that a program leading to the design and construction

of the Model machine, be initiated as soon as practicable.
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Table I. Typical Equipment CharacterLstics

Weight Horizontal
1

Equipment Name Number (lb.) Natural Frequency

Microwave R and T 1 130 50

Base Station Transceiver 2 300 25

Tape Unit 3 800 10

Air Comprcssor 4 300 40

Generator Set 5 1,170 20

1. Vertical frequencies are twice the horizontal frequencies (cps)
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Table 2. Test Facility Cost EstiiaLe

Test Facilities 400 lb. 1,500 lb.

Simulator Building . 20,000 $ 30,000

Simulator Foundation 1n'000 25,00

Simulator Assembly 40,000 90,000
Hydraulic System 57,000 116,500

Control system 31,700 46,000
Instrumentation 72,500 132,500

Installation 19,000 35,000
Engineering 35,000 67,000

$ 288,200 $ 553,000
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